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ANIMAL WELFARE — RACEHORSES 
Statement by Minister for Racing and Gaming 

MR P. PAPALIA (Warnbro — Minister for Racing and Gaming) [2.09 pm]: Like many Western Australians, 
I had the displeasure of watching the 7.30 report last week that detailed the disgusting treatment of horses by an 
east coast abattoir. Instead of being humanely put down, these horses were abused appallingly and it was extremely 
heartbreaking to watch. As the Minister for Racing and Gaming, I want to ensure that such unacceptable behaviour 
does not occur in Western Australia now or ever. Although initial advice indicates that this is not occurring in our 
state, we have immediately sought to understand the landscape of abattoirs and knackeries in WA. In doing so, we 
have identified some challenges that we will address as soon as possible. One such challenge is the limitations of 
Racing and Wagering Western Australia’s regulation of racehorses. Although RWWA monitors and regulates 
racehorses from their birth to their exit from the racing industry, oversight beyond racing is not afforded by current 
legislation or regulation. The practice can often be that racehorses are bought and onsold numerous times before 
a horse is euthanased or dies of natural causes. Western Australian racehorses that retire from racing are registered 
through the Single National System managed by Racing Australia. According to the SNS, 100 thoroughbred horses 
were registered as being euthanased or sent to an abattoir in 2018. RWWA is interrogating those figures to provide 
me with the most accurate data available. 
Another challenge is that some racehorses and other horses are exported to South Australia for processing and we do 
not have visibility over the number involved in this process. Further, we understand that a number of unregistered 
private businesses process horses for pet meat. Again, racing authorities have no authority or visibility over this process. 
As racing minister, I am committed to ensuring the highest possible standard for the treatment and welfare of 
racehorses from their birth to their death. I am committed to the humane treatment of these animals, regardless of 
their age or circumstances. This should be done because it is right and because I want to ensure the sustainability 
of this industry in Western Australia. We can ensure longevity of the industry only if it meets the highest possible 
standard of welfare. I believe this government, along with RWWA and the eligible bodies of racing, can provide 
excellent welfare standards for all racehorses and I have commenced work on a plan of action to address this matter. 
I expect to provide the Western Australian public with a further update in two weeks’ time to outline the key tenets 
of the plan and begin the identified actions. 
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